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About City Road Communications

▪ Founded: 2012

▪ Based: London Bridge

▪ Originally worked with finance companies and investment 

providers → began to represent the SMEs they invested in

▪ We…

▪ Secure media exposure for early stage businesses (including 

launch) 

▪ Develop holistic PR and communications strategies to support 

clients’ commercial growth

▪ Create specialist communications to connect clients with 

investors



The MVI family

We are part of Media Ventures International (MVI), formerly called 

The Publishing Group (TPG), which includes:

It gives us unique insight into industry news and journalists’ 

perspectives… plus some valuable connections.

https://www.uktech.news/
https://www.propertywire.com/
https://www.mortgageintroducer.com/
https://specialistfinanceintroducer.co.uk/


Answering seven common PR questions…



Today’s workshop

1. What is PR?

2. Is PR right for your business?

3. Do great businesses automatically get great coverage?

4. How long should you run a PR strategy for?

5. How can you track the ROI from PR spend?

6. How do you turn media coverage into sales?

7. Is all publicity good publicity?



1. What does PR mean?



What do we mean by public relations

Public relations:

Noun.

“The professional maintenance of a favourable public image by a 

company or other organisation or a famous person.”



2. Is PR right for my business?



PR is relevant and worthwhile for you

▪ You aren’t too small, too boring or not newsworthy

▪ PR is about people seeing and understanding what you do

▪ Build trust

▪ Not just about attracting customers, but future employees and 

investors, too

▪ Plus…

▪ It’s cheaper than advertising 

▪ It’s ‘earned media’

▪ Boosting SEO

▪ Forces you to understand your business’ “story”



3. Does a great product equate to great coverage?



PR isn’t all about your products

▪ A great product doesn’t equal great media coverage

▪ 70 new companies are formed every hour – PR won’t work for 

startups who only want to talk about themselves

▪ You must focus on WHY you exist – the problems you solve

▪ Focus on…

▪ Pertinent issues affecting your customers/clients

▪ Industry trends; how are things evolving?

▪ Macro topics – political, economic and social

▪ Use solid facts and figures, not just rhetoric

▪ When you have a platform to talk, make sure you deliver value to 

the audience, not a sales pitch



One World Express: Offer insight

Provide unique qualitative or quantitative insights will get journalists 

attention – it gives them a readymade story. Logistics tech SME One 

World Express is regularly in the media thanks to its surveys of British 

business leaders…

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/2acbd76d6c54c7b5


NerdWallet: Offer advice

Whether writing for consumers or businesses, journalists are keen to 

publish stories that help their audience navigate common challenges. 

Comparison site NerdWallet’s PR focuses on just that…

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/6d55c705da54b5c3


MFS: Offer comment

Commenting on the day’s major news stories is a great way to build a 

brand, establish a voice and connect with journalists. Finance firm 

Market Financial Solutions is constantly in the press explaining the 

importance and relevance of the latest political and economic news… 

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/1b72c9fa422fd976


4. How long does a PR strategy or campaign need to be?



Effective PR is strategic and sustained

▪ Too many flick the PR switch on and off

▪ Don’t only consider it when you have something to sell

▪ Build a strategy, build a presence, build a network

▪ Doing PR in short bursts will mean…

▪ Journalists are unlikely to write about you

▪ Potential customers are unlikely to come across you

▪ Real value comes from coherent, consistent PR



Studio Graphene: Building a profile

As a small agency that builds digital products, Studio Graphene has 

established itself in front of potential clients by consistently 

demonstrating its expertise on tech, entrepreneurship and startups. 

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/a2593e72b4d72002


5. How do I track the ROI of a PR campaign?



Proving an ROI against PR budgets

▪ Track metrics for total coverage and exposure

▪ Social media engagement 

▪ Web-traffic (do spikes in traffic correlate with articles or pieces of 

content being published)

▪ Lead generation

▪ Comparative spend against advertising prices

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/a2593e72b4d72002


Tracking metrics

Establish the 

metrics that 

matter…

• Mass vanity 

exposure?

• Visibility in 

reputable trade 

press?

• Social media 

engagement?

• Backlinks?



Tracking metrics



6. How do I turn media coverage into sales?



How to turn coverage into sales

▪ Don’t rely on media coverage to deliver sales on its own

▪ It must be part of a broader marketing and sales strategy

▪ Once you get coverage, squeeze the value out of it…

▪ Shout about it across relevant channels

▪ Social media

▪ Blogs

▪ ‘As seen in’ on your website

▪ Sales decks and investor presentations



Fountech: Winning clients with ”sticky” PR

Fountech develops AI solutions for businesses across a range of 

sectors. It uses “sticky” PR campaigns to build its presence in a 

particular industry then capture leads via downloadable reports…

PR campaigns = media coverage to demonstrate industry 
knowledge

Grab leads with 
related content

https://share.coveragebook.com/b/c4c43018c03e02df


7. All publicity is good publicity, right?



There is such a thing as bad PR

▪ Any publicity is not good publicity…

▪ Edelman – world’s largest PR firm – cutting jobs less than three 

months after CEO promised no Covid-related layoffs

▪ In the US, Tropicana launched ad suggesting stressed-out 

parents secretly make mimosas

▪ Dominic Cummings – long-distance drive for eye test 

undermined confidence in Government’s Covid strategy

▪ Startups cannot afford PR mishaps

▪ Establish your audience, find the right media outlets, create 

tailored pitches
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